Individuals' relative awareness of thematic and taxonomic relations is influenced by factors such as language and background knowledge. Relatively weak in Korean language skills and also having relatively limited social opportunities, Korean deaf adolescents might be different from hearing adolescents in how they make decisions in taxonomically and thematically associated entities represented by pictures and words. Experiment 1 indicated that deaf adolescents had longer reaction times than hearing adolescents in a forcedchoice decision-making task. Both deaf and hearing adolescents had shorter reaction times and higher accuracies with pictures than with words, but deaf adolescents' differences were bigger than those of hearing adolescents. Experiment 2 further showed that deaf adolescents had lower accuracies than hearing adolescents in a priming task of living-nonliving categorization. Both deaf and hearing adolescents had shorter reaction times with taxonomic than with thematic categories, but deaf adolescents' difference was bigger than that of hearing adolescents. In conclusion, Korean deaf adolescents were aware of thematic and taxonomic relations less than hearing adolescents in general. They were more likely than hearing adolescents to show the advantage of pictures over words in their performance in conceptual activities and to prefer taxonomic to thematic associations for written words in Experiment 2.
Individuals' relative awareness of thematic and taxonomic relations is influenced by factors such as language and background knowledge. Relatively weak in Korean language skills and also having relatively limited social opportunities, Korean deaf adolescents might be different from hearing adolescents in how they make decisions in taxonomically and thematically associated entities represented by pictures and words. Experiment 1 indicated that deaf adolescents had longer reaction times than hearing adolescents in a forcedchoice decision-making task. Both deaf and hearing adolescents had shorter reaction times and higher accuracies with pictures than with words, but deaf adolescents' differences were bigger than those of hearing adolescents. Experiment 2 further showed that deaf adolescents had lower accuracies than hearing adolescents in a priming task of living-nonliving categorization. Both deaf and hearing adolescents had shorter reaction times with taxonomic than with thematic categories, but deaf adolescents' difference was bigger than that of hearing adolescents. In conclusion, Korean deaf adolescents were aware of thematic and taxonomic relations less than hearing adolescents in general. They were more likely than hearing adolescents to show the advantage of pictures over words in their performance in conceptual activities and to prefer taxonomic to thematic associations for written words in Experiment 2.
Taxonomic and Thematic Categories
Taxonomic categories are categories that are organized in a hierarchical system based on similarities among their exemplars (Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Johnson, & Boyes-Braem, 1976) . Basic-level categories are more similar and share more properties than categories of a super-ordinate level. For example, properties true to animals, such as living and breathing, are true also to birds, but properties true to birds, such as flying and having a beak, are not shared by all other animals. This structure determines the taxonomic relationships between categories of the same level and between categories of different levels. Actually, exemplars in the same category are differentiated from one another by the properties they have (for review, see Jerger & Damian, 2005) . Those that have a high frequency of characteristic properties are called typical exemplars. Individuals tend to agree on which exemplars of a category are the most typical, and typical ones are easier to retrieve from memory (Gastgeb, Strauss, & Minshew, 2006) , more representative of the category, and share more similarities than less typical exemplars. Basic-level categories have the clearest boundaries, are expressed in the simplest linguistic forms, and are more consistent across different cultures than those *Correspondence should be sent to Degao Li, School of International Studies, Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China (e-mail: lidegao@hzcnc. com).
of other levels. The taxonomic relationships between basic-level categories of high typicality are stronger than between those of low typicality.
Thematically associated items can also be taken as categories, whose exemplars are associated by external relations, such as part-whole (e.g., a roof is on top of a house), functional (e.g., a piece of chalk is used to write on a blackboard), causal (e.g., electricity makes a light bulb glow), and temporal (e.g., bills typically come after meals in restaurants) relations among objects, events, people, and other entities that interact (Lin & Murphy, 2001) . Mandler (1977, p. 263 ) took thematic categories as ''parts that are connected on the basis of contiguities that have been experienced in space or time.'' In a thematic category, the exemplars have different but complementary roles in the same scene or event.
Thematic associations emphasize events rather than taxonomic similarities (Markman & Hutchinson, 1984) . The development of taxonomic knowledge can be effectively fostered by communication and education (Vygotsky, 1999) , but knowledge of thematic associations is mainly based on life experiences. For instance, the word rain can be expected to activate more concepts for Londoners than for Tibetans. A toddler may put a toy car and a toy person together and say, ''A person drives a car.'' For Koreans ''horse'' is closely associated with ''carrot'' because a horse eats a carrot in a traditional Korean story, which almost every Korean has heard hundreds of times since he or she was young. Thematically associated items can be characterized by the familiarity of the items and by the strength of associations between them (e.g., Pennequin, Fontaine, Bonthoux, Scheuner, & Blaye, 2006) .
Thematic and taxonomic relations coexist in the conceptual organizations of human beings (Blaye & Bonthoux, 2001; Blewitt & Toppino, 1991; Borghi & Caramelli, 2003; Lin & Murphy, 2001; Markman & Hutchinson, 1984) . Because of the influences of factors such as language and background knowledge, whether taxonomic relations are relatively more salient than thematic associations or vice versa can be different for different people. Suppose Picture A was thematically related to Picture B and taxonomically related to Picture C. When choosing which of B and C went well with A, 4-and 6-year-old hearing children were biased toward the thematic association because their knowledge of the world was mainly based on life experiences (Scheuner, Bonthoux, Cannard, & Blaye, 2004) . In another study, also elderly people tended to prefer thematic to taxonomic relations in categorization tasks in comparison with young adults because autobiographical experiences constrain the perception of commonalities, and conceptual preferences are modified as a result (Pennequin et al., 2006) .
Deaf individuals can be different from hearing individuals in many ways. For example, living in the same cultural environment as hearing individuals, deaf individuals born to hearing parents are likely to be at the risk of having fewer language experiences and/ or receiving less education than their hearing peers (Marschark, Lang, & Albertini, 2002) . Thus, one might wonder whether deaf individuals can be different from hearing individuals in their relative awareness of taxonomic and thematic associations among ordinary entities.
Deaf Individuals' Conceptual Organizations
Young deaf children do not seem to be different from young hearing children in their conceptual development in general. For example, Blank and Bridger (1966) tested 3-and 5-year-old hearing and deaf children on problems involving the concepts of something versus nothing (e.g., light vs. no light) to compare their ability to transfer a concept across sensory modalities. The results showed that the 3-year-old deaf and hearing children performed equally poorly and that the 5-year-old deaf and hearing children performed equally well, indicating that young deaf and hearing children are equally able to have their concepts developed.
Motivated by the fact that deaf students lag behind hearing students at mathematics, studies were conducted into deaf children's representations of numbers. For example, 3-and 4-year-old deaf and hearing children had the same ability to remember and to reproduce the number of items in sets of objects, suggesting that preschool deaf children's number representation is as advanced as that of hearing children (Zarfaty, Nunes, & Bryant, 2004) .
Utterances expressing generic kinds (e.g., birds fly and wheels go around) refer to categories of objects (birds and wheels as classes of objects). Birds fly implies a property that applies to birds in general. Goldin-Meadow, Gelman, and Mylander (2005) observed that young deaf children from America and China, who were born to hearing parents and not exposed to a conventional sign language, used generics in the home signs they invented to express generic kinds. For example, the deaf American children first pointed at a picture of an unmoving pinwheel, then at an unconnected wheel, and made a go-around gesture to express wheels go around. The researchers found that the young deaf American and Chinese children produced generic utterances at about the same rate as the hearing children growing up in the same cultures, suggesting that young deaf children are similar to hearing children in their categorical knowledge.
Similarly, second-generation deaf children seemed to have the same pattern of relative awareness of thematic and taxonomic relations as hearing children of the same age (Courtin, 1997) . To examine how sign language affected 6-year-old deaf children's categorization of ordinary entities, Courtin required deaf and hearing children to select thematic or taxonomic alternatives as associations to the target in a trial: Either choosing one from a pair of items that were thematically associated with the target or one from a pair of items that were taxonomically related to the target. The materials were presented in two conditions: linguistic condition in which the three taxonomically related items shared a generic sign in sign language and control condition in which the three taxonomically related items did not share a common generic sign. The deaf children, who were native sign language users, were more likely than the hearing children to prefer taxonomic to thematic relations under the linguistic condition. When the influence of sign language was eliminated under the control condition, however, they were not different from the hearing children in their performance of selection. Like the hearing children, the deaf children preferred thematic to taxonomic choices.
Deaf adults and adolescents, however, seem different from hearing adults and adolescents, respectively, in experimental performance. For example, the primary responses in a word association task revealed that college deaf and hearing students were similar in their overall organization of lexical knowledge, but hearing students had stronger associations than deaf students between category names and exemplar words (Marschark, Convertino, McEvoy, & Masteller, 2004) . In addition, college deaf students had relatively stronger associations from words for taxonomic categories of basic level (e.g., snake) to those of super-ordinate level (e.g., reptiles) than vice versa, in comparison with hearing students. Li and Zhang (2009) required deaf and hearing adolescents to memorize concrete words and pictures for exemplars of taxonomic, thematic, and slot-filler (Lucariello & Nelson, 1985) categories and then recall and write on pieces of paper as many words for the categories as possible. Slot-filler categories (e.g., lunch foods) are categories that are based on events (e.g., eaten at lunch), the actions of which are complemented by concrete things (e.g., steamed bread, rice or salted fish). The results showed the deaf adolescents had lower ratios of correct recall of stimuli than the hearing adolescents. The deaf adolescents seemed aware of relationships between entities less than the hearing adolescents in the memory task. In another study, deaf adolescents performed two tasks: (a) deciding whether four sequentially presented basic-level exemplars were of the same taxonomic category and (b) studying some words for basic-level exemplars and then recognizing both the studied and some nonstudied words for exemplars of the same categories (Zhang, Li, & Wu, 2008) . The deaf adolescents' performance was poorer with exemplars of low typicality than with those of high typicality. They were certain about which categories the taxonomic exemplars of high typicality belong to but seemed less certain with those of low typicality, in comparison with the hearing adolescents.
To examine the quality of the semantic categorization of deaf children (age range: 8.6-12.4 years), Ormel et al. (2010) used basic-level exemplars as stimuli and conducted a forced-choice task: The participants had to select one item (e.g., mosquito) that best matched the target (e.g., bees) from the four simultaneously presented items in a trial. The deaf children tended to have a lower accuracy than their hearing counterparts, and the authors concluded that the semantic-categorical knowledge of deaf children appears less precise or less finely differentiated than that of hearing children.
Children's attention to taxonomic relations changes with development (Markman & Hutchinson, 1984) . Some of the taxonomic knowledge of hearing preschoolers may remain to be developed (for review, see Lucariello, Kyratzis, & Nelson, 1992) , but 10-yearold hearing children can theoretically have welldeveloped conceptual organizations (Desprels-Fraysse & Lecacheur, 1996) . Young deaf children can be similar to young hearing children in their conceptual organizations, but deaf adolescents and adults may perform differently from hearing adolescents and adults in conceptual activities, respectively. It might be possible, therefore, that deaf adolescents were aware of thematic and taxonomic relations in a different way than hearing adolescents.
Hypothesis
Conceptual organizations are usually investigated with written words as stimuli, but deaf individuals are generally weaker at written languages than hearing individuals. For example, elementary school (Monreal & Hernández, 2005) , high school (Kyle & Harris, 2006) , and college (Gaustad, Kelly, Payne, & Lylak, 2002) deaf students' reading development can be seriously delayed. Deaf individuals' age of acquisition of vocabulary was later than that of hearing individuals (Auer & Bernstein, 2008) . The result of a vocabulary test to 10-, 11-, and 12-year-old deaf children showed that they found it extremely difficult to master the second meaning of a multimeaning word (Paul, 1987) . The ability of preschool deaf children to learn novel words from context was weaker than that of hearing children of the same age (Lederberg & Spencer, 2009 ). High school deaf students' literate proficiency usually cannot surpass that of elementary school hearing students of Grade 4 (Harris & Moreno, 2004) .
How to recognize written words is a learned skill that is developed several years later than how to recognize pictures. The efficiency to recognize words can be relatively lower than to recognize pictures as indicated by the sensory-semantic theory (Nelson, Reed, & McEvoy, 1977) . The sensory-semantic theory assumes that pictures hold two encoding advantages over words: Pictures are perceptually more distinct from one another than are words and are encoded more uniquely to increase their chances for retrieval. Pictures access meaning more directly than words. Because conceptual processing makes a stronger contribution than perceptual processing to the advantage of pictures over words in recognition (Stenberg, 2006) , people might be able to perform better with pictures than with words on tasks in which relations among stimuli were the focus of investigation.
One could deduce that deaf individuals would perform worse with words than with pictures for ordinary concepts. This deduction seemed to be confirmed by Ormel et al. (2010) . Ormel et al. used written words and colored line drawings as the stimuli and found that the hearing children outperformed the deaf children for words but relatively less so for pictures. Although the hearing children's performance was not significantly different with pictures than with words, the deaf children performed better with pictures than with words. Obviously, a more complete image of deaf individuals' awareness of thematic and taxonomic relations might be revealed if pictures for ordinary entities were used as well as words rather than if only words were used as stimuli. Therefore, a task of forcedchoice decision making and a priming task of livingnonliving categorization were conducted to test the following hypothesis on Korean deaf adolescents in the present study:
If Korean deaf adolescents had developed a different pattern of awareness of taxonomic and thematic associations in comparison with hearing adolescents, then they would be different from hearing adolescents in reaction times and accuracies when making decisions on taxonomic and thematic associations among ordinary entities represented by pictures and written words.
Experiment 1
In a task of forced-choice decision making, participants have to compare the two relations among three simultaneously presented items A, B, and C: A is thematically associated with B and taxonomically related to C in a trial, and a decision has to be made as to whether B goes better with A than C or C goes better with A than B. Lin and Murphy (2001) came to a conclusion with this task that hearing adults have similar strengths of thematic and taxonomic relations in their conceptual organizations.
Methods
The design formed a 2 3 2 3 3 (Hearing status [hearing, deaf] 3 Presentation mode [picture, word] 3 Category set [thematic, taxonomic, and thematictaxonomic]) complex factorial with hearing status as between-participants variables and presentation mode and category set within-participants variables. The dependent variables were reaction times and accuracies. The three levels of category set were thematic (A was thematically associated with B but had no conceptual relation with C), taxonomic (A was taxonomically related to C but had no conceptual relation with B), and thematic-taxonomic (A was thematically associated with B and taxonomically related to C) set. For a thematic or taxonomic set, a strong conceptual relation would be compared with a relation of null strength (A was not conceptually related to B for a taxonomic set, or A was not conceptually related to C for a thematic set). Deaf adolescents would have a poorer performance than hearing adolescents for the thematic and taxonomic sets if they were aware of conceptual relations less in general.
Participants. The students and their teachers from two schools for the deaf in Korea responded to a questionnaire, and eight deaf adolescents (five males, M 5 13.0 years, age range: 12.0-14.0 years) were selected as participants. Five of them had a hearing loss of over 90 dB and three over 70 dB on the better ear. Two of the participants received a poor level of language intervention before going to elementary schools, but the others had received a good level of language intervention. One of them had a cochlear implant, and five of them often had their hearing aids on. One deaf adolescent had one deaf parent and one had two deaf parents. According to their teachers' responses, six of them were able to produce understandable oral expressions in everyday communications and two of them had achieved a reading ability that paralleled that of hearing students of the same age. They also received a modified version of Raven Standard Progressive Matrices Test (RSPMT; Zhang & Wang, 1985) and had a direct score of 74.5%.
Similarly, 11 hearing adolescents (six males, M 5 13.0 years, age range: 12.0-14.0 years) with a direct RSPMT score of 74.8% were recruited at random from an elementary school.
Materials. As the result of a series of evaluations, 24 triads of words were selected, with 2 words (A and C) for 2 exemplars of high typicality from a taxonomic category and 1 word (B) thematically associated with A in a triad, to make 24 thematic-taxonomic sets (see Appendix A). Twenty-four triads of words were selected, with 2 words (A and B) thematically associated and 1 word (C) not conceptually related to A in a triad, to make 24 thematic sets. Twenty-four triads of words were selected, with 2 words (A and C) for 2 exemplars of high typicality from a taxonomic category and 1 word (B) not conceptually related to A in a triad, to make 24 taxonomic sets. The familiarity of all the items, the typicality of the taxonomically related items (As and Cs of the taxonomic and thematic-taxonomic sets), and the association strength between the thematically associated items (As and Bs of the thematic and thematic-taxonomic sets) each were evaluated on a 7-point scale by 25 college students (see Table 1 ).
Half of the thematic, taxonomic, and thematictaxonomic sets would be presented as pictures, respectively. The other half of the thematic, taxonomic, and thematic-taxonomic sets would be presented as words, respectively. Because it was inevitable that an item in some sets was difficult to depict, a rule was accepted according to which a set would be presented as words if at least one of the three items was not easy to depict. For example, ''TV'' and ''elephant'' are easy but ''the spring festival'' and ''trip'' are difficult to depict. The pictures were not significantly different from the words in typicality for the taxonomically related exemplars, t(94) 5.644, p 5 .521, in association strength for the thematically associated exemplars, t(46) 5 .348, p 5 .731, or in familiarity, t(166) 5 .631, p 5 .512, for all the items.
An evaluation test of picture-word consistency was done on a 7-point scale by another 25 college students. The students each were provided with a list of words on a piece of paper. Numbers one to seven were marked on the right-hand side of each word. For each picture shown on the screen in front of them with an overhead projector in a classroom, they must tick one number beside the word to indicate how much it represented the corresponding thing. The bigger the number was the more the picture represented the thing. The average score of evaluation of picture-word consistency was 6.36 6 0.24 (M 6 SD). All the pictures were made of 240 3 240 pixels. For example, Figure 1 displays two triads of pictures (monkey, banana, and elephant for one triad, and recorder, tape, and radio for another).
Procedure. SuperLab 4.0 was used to control the experiment on personal computers (HP Compaq nx6330). The screen resolution was 1280 3 800 pixels.
For each trial, a red fixation cross ''1'' remained at the white screen centre for 800 ms. Then three items, A, B, and C, were presented simultaneously to make a triangular contour with A the apex and B and C the two base angles, respectively (see one triad of pictures in Figure 1 ). Words were presented in Song-36. The distance between B and C was 360 pixels, and A was 280 pixels vertically above B. Whether B was the base angle on the left-or right-hand side was determined randomly. The three items stayed on the screen for 3000 ms or until a key press was received. The intertrial interval was 1000 ms. Explanations were delivered to hearing adolescents in oral language and to deaf adolescents in sign language. Participants were The Korean alphabet, Hangul, maps letters onto phonemes, and Hangul letters are printed in syllable blocks (SBs). The overall shape of a Korean word appears similar to a Chinese word. For example, the word for cola is . Most Korean words for ordinary concepts are composed of two or three SBs, but many words that are of the highest familiarity are of one SB. Word length refers to the number of SB and was only calculated for the stimuli presented as written words. b TP/AS means typicality or association strength. The values in this column marked with ''**'' were evaluation scores of association strength between As and Bs in Experiment 1 or between primes and targets in Experiment 2. The values not marked with ''**'' were evaluation scores of typicality. Figure 1 Two triads of pictures in each of which participants had to decide whether the top picture was conceptually related to the bottom left picture more than it was to the right one. also shown with demonstrations of how to make a decision by pressing the key ''Z'' or ''/'' (''/'' was horizontally separated from ''Z'' by eight keys).
The experiment was conducted in groups of three to six deaf or hearing participants. Each participant was led by an assistant (a graduate student in psychology) to one of the desks, which were separated from one another by a distance of at least 2 m in a large quiet room. Once seated, a participant was indicated to turn on the laptop on his/her desk and get familiar with the computer. Each of the assistants was in charge of making one participant busy on his or her computer before the experimenter (the second author) came up to deliver the instruction.
There will be three words or three pictures on the screen. The three items form a contour of triangle. Please decide whether the top word/picture is conceptually related to the bottom left word/picture more than it is to the right one. If so, press the key ''Z'' with the forefinger of the left hand. Otherwise, press the key ''/'' with the forefinger of the right hand.
Explanations and demonstrations were shown to one student after another. Only when the experimenter (a teacher from the school for deaf participants) thought that the student understood the requirements and saw that he/she successively made correct responses for 5 of the 12 practice trials could the instruction delivery begin to the next student. The practice trials were followed by 72 experimental trials. The practice trials were randomized for each student and so were the experimental trials.
Results
The data for the trials in which the participants' reaction times were below 200 ms or 3 SD above the average were discarded. Totally 2.6% of the data were excluded.
Accuracies. For a thematic-taxonomic set, some participants decided that the taxonomic relation was stronger than the thematic association but others decided that the thematic association was stronger than the taxonomic relation. The frequencies with which the hearing and the deaf participants preferred taxonomic to thematic associations when stimuli were pictures and words were illustrated in Figure 2 . A chisquare test of the frequencies indicated that the hearing and the deaf participants seemed to have the same tendency: They tended to prefer taxonomic to thematic associations among pictures more than among words, v 2 (1, N 5 243) 5 3.000, p 5 .083.
Data for the thematic and the taxonomic sets were analyzed separately from those for the thematictaxonomic sets. A 2 3 2 3 2 (Hearing status 3 Presentation mode 3 Category set [thematic, taxonomic]) analysis of variance (ANOVA) of mixed measures to the accuracy data showed that the main effect was significant for presentation mode, F 1 (1, 18) 5 19.51, p 5 .000, g 2 5 .534. The deaf and the hearing participants' accuracies were significantly higher for pictures (M 5 0.973, SE 5 0.012; M 5 0.977, SE 5 0.010) than for words (M 5 0.849, SE 5 0.034; M 5 0.932, SE 5 0.029), respectively. The other effects were not significant. Because the number of the deaf participants was relatively small, a 2 3 2 3 2 (Hearing status 3 Presentation mode 3 Category set [thematic, taxonomic]) ANOVA of mixed measures to the accuracy data was also done by item. Hearing status was the within-items variables and presentation mode and category set the between-items variables. Similar results were obtained: The main effect was significant for presentation mode, F 2 (1, 44) 5 9.39, p 5 .004, g 2 5 .176).
The other effects were not significant.
Reaction times. Reaction times were calculated for the correct responses only. For the thematic-taxonomic sets, all the responses were taken as correct. A 2 3 2 3 3 (Hearing status 3 Presentation mode 3 Category set) Figure 2 Frequencies of decision that 8 deaf and 11 hearing adolescents preferred taxonomic to thematic associations for the 12 thematic-taxonomic sets presented as pictures and words. icantly longer when the stimuli were words (M 5 1325 ms, SE 5 59 ms) than when they were pictures (M 5 1158 ms, SE 5 51 ms). The deaf participants' reaction times (M 5 1411 ms, SE 5 81 ms) were significantly longer than those of the hearing participants (M 5 1072 ms, SE 5 69 ms). The difference of reaction times for the deaf participants was 237 6 115 ms when the stimuli were changed from pictures into words, whereas it was 97 6 133 ms for the hearing participants. The other effects were not significant. Similar results were obtained with the analysis by item. The main effects were significant for presentation mode, F 2 (1, 66) 5 14.41, p 5 .000, g 2 5 .179, and for hearing status, F 2 (1, 66) 5 315.83, p 5 .000, g 2 5 .827. The two-way interaction between presentation mode and hearing status (see Figure 3 ) was significant, F 2 (1, 66) 5 12.05, p 5 .001, g 2 5 .154. Simple analysis indicated that both the deaf, t (70) 5 4.766, p 5 .000, and the hearing, t (70) 5 2.038, p 5 .046, participants had significantly longer reaction times for words than for pictures, but the deaf participants' reaction times were significantly longer than those of the hearing ones for picturepresented stimuli, t (35) 5 13.434, p 5 .000, and word-presented stimuli, t (35) 5 12.361, p 5 .000, respectively. Furthermore, the differences between the deaf and the hearing participants in their reaction times were significantly bigger with words (418 6 203 ms) than with pictures (282 6 126 ms), t (70) 5 3.434, p 5 .001. The other effects were not significant.
Experiment 2
In a task of forced-choice decision making, one may have to form two relatively abstract representations for the two relations among the three concrete items in a trial and then conduct a logical calculation. Such a comparison can be more dependent on language and more time consuming than a direct comparison of concrete entities. It did take a relatively long time for the deaf (1411 6 311 ms) and for the hearing (1072 6 144 ms) participants to make a comparison of relations in a trial in Experiment 1. A priming task of living-nonliving categorization is often used to examine individuals' semantic organizations, in which decisions are made directly on concrete entities and shorter reaction times are expected. In a trial in Experiment 2, two thematically or taxonomically related stimuli would be sequentially presented, and participants would have to decide whether the second stimulus represented a living or a nonliving thing. If Korean deaf adolescents were aware of thematic and taxonomic relations differently than hearing adolescents, then they would have different patterns of performance for the targets primed by thematically or taxonomically related items in comparison with hearing adolescents in such a task.
Methods
The design was the same as that of Experiment 1 except that category set had two levels: thematic (primes were thematically associated with targets) and taxonomic (primes were taxonomically related to targets) set. No thematic-taxonomic sets were used in Experiment 2.
Participants. Nine deaf adolescents (two males, M 5 15.0 years, age range: 14.0-16.0 years) were selected in the same way as in Experiment 1, who had a direct RSPMT score of 74.2%. Four of them had a hearing loss of over 90 dB and five over 70 dB on the better ear. Five of the participants received a poor level of language intervention before going to elementary schools, but the others had received language intervention of a good level. One of them had a cochlear Figure 3 The interactive effect of hearing status and presentation mode on participants' reaction times.
implant, and seven of them often had their hearing aids on. One deaf adolescent had one deaf parent and two had two deaf parents. According to their teachers' responses, eight of them were able to produce understandable oral expressions in everyday communications and five of them had achieved a reading ability that paralleled that of hearing students of the same age. Eleven hearing male adolescents (M 5 15.0 years, age range: 14.0-16.0 years) with a direct RSPMT score of 82.5% were recruited at random from a middle school.
Materials. The critical sets were 32 pairs of words and 32 pairs of pictures (see Appendix B): Sixteen pairs of words were selected, with each pair of words for 2 exemplars (e.g., ''heart'' and ''liver'') of high typicality from a taxonomic category (e.g., ''body organs''), to make 16 taxonomic word sets. Sixteen pairs of pictures were selected from the Internet, with each pair of pictures for 2 exemplars (e.g., ''apple'' and ''grape'') of high typicality from a taxonomic category (e.g., ''fruits''), to make 16 taxonomic picture sets. Sixteen pairs of words were selected, with each pair of words for 2 ordinary things (e.g., ''onion'' and ''tear'') that were thematically associated, to make 16 thematic word sets. Sixteen pairs of pictures were selected from the Internet, with each pair of pictures (e.g., ''monkey'' and ''banana'') for 2 ordinary things that were thematically associated, to make 16 thematic picture sets. Materials were evaluated in the same way as in Experiment 1 (see Table 1 ). The evaluations score for picture-word consistency for the stimuli to be presented as pictures was 6.29 6 0.33. The pictures were not significantly different from the words in typicality for the taxonomic sets, t (62) 5 .228, p 5 .820, in association strength for the thematic sets, t (30) 5 .539, p 5 .594, or in familiarity for all the items, t (126) 5 .635, p 5 .552. Thirty-two pairs of words were selected for ordinary things to create 32 filler word sets. Thirty-two pairs of pictures were selected for ordinary things to create for 32 filler picture sets. The two members of each filler set were not conceptually related with one another and not conceptually related to those of any critical sets. For half the critical and half the filler sets and for half the pictures and half the words, the targets were living entities. The pictures were of size of 240 3 240 pixels.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as that of Experiment 1 except for the following. For each trial, a red fixation cross was presented for 800 ms 240 pixels to the left-or right-hand side from the white screen center. Then the prime was presented for 250 ms at the place where the fixation cross disappeared. The screen was blank for 50 ms before the target was shown 240 pixels to the left-or right-hand side of the screen center. The target stayed on the screen for 3000 ms or until a response was received. The primes and the targets were presented at the same side of the screen for half the critical and half the filler sets and for half the pictures and half the words. Participants pressed the key ''Z'' if the target was a living and ''/'' if it was a nonliving thing.
Results
The data for the trials in which the participants' reaction times were below 200 ms or 3 SD above the average were discarded. Totally 1.7% of the data were deleted. A preliminary analysis indicated that the participants tended to have shorter reaction times or/and higher accuracies when the prime or the target words were of one syllable block (SB, e.g., -grass) than when they were of two (e.g., -goat) or three (e.g., -lipstick) SBs in a trial, probably because one-SB words are easier to recognize than two-or three-SB words. Data for another 11.0% trials were excluded, in which the prime or the target words were of one SB. Only data for the trials where stimuli were presented on the same side of the screen would be analyzed.
Accuracies. A 2 3 2 3 2 (Hearing status 3 Presentation mode 3 Category set) ANOVA of mixed measures to the accuracy data showed that the main effects were significant for presentation mode, F 1 (1, 18) 5 35.85, p 5 .000, g 2 5 .666, and for hearing status, F 1 (1, 18) 5 52.58, p 5 .000, g 2 5 .745. The two-way interactions were significant between presentation mode and hearing status (see Figure 4 ), F 1 (1, 18) 5 13.58, p 5 .002, g 2 5 .430, and between presentation mode and category set (see Figure 5 ), F 1 (1, 18) 5 55.60, p 5 .000, g 2 5 .755. Analysis of simple effect showed that the hearing participants' accuracies (0.964 6 0.042, 0.903 6 0.070) were significantly higher than those of the deaf participants (0.891 6 0.093, 0.635 6 0.109) when stimuli were pictures, t (18) 5 2.400, p 5 .027, and words, t (18) 5 6.746, p 5 .000, respectively. Both the hearing, t (10) 5 3.023, p 5 .012, and the deaf, t (8) 5 4.413, p 5 .003, participants had significantly lower accuracies for words than for pictures, but the deaf participants' difference was significantly bigger than that of the hearing ones, t (18) 5 3.684, p 5 .002. When the stimuli were pictures, the participants' accuracies were significantly higher for the thematic (0.969 6 0.080) than for the taxonomic (0.900 6 0.104) sets, t (19) 5 2.773, p 5 .012, but when the stimuli were written words, they were significantly lower for the thematic (0.717 6 0.188) than for the taxonomic (0.875 6 0.161) sets, t (19) 5 -4.790, p 5 .000. Although the participants' accuracies were not significantly different between the word-and the picture-presented taxonomic sets, t (19) 5 .763, p 5 .455, they were significantly higher when stimuli were pictures than when they were words for the thematic sets, t (19) 5 6.313, p 5 .000. The other effects were not significant.
Similar results were obtained with the analysis by item: The main effect was significant for hearing status, F 2 (1, 27) 5 31.32, p 5 .000, g 2 5 .566. The two-way interaction between hearing status and presentation mode was significant, F 2 (1, 27) 5 10.05, p 5 .004, g 2 5 .295. The other effects were not significant.
Reaction times.
A similar analysis to the reaction time data indicated that the main effect was significant for category set, F 1 (1, 18) 5 36.91, p 5 .000, g 2 5 .672.
The participants' reaction times were significantly longer for the thematic (M 5 889 ms, SE 5 27 ms) than for the taxonomic (M 5 757 ms, SE 5 35 ms) sets. Figure 5 The interactive effect of category set and presentation mode on participants' accuracies.
Figure 6
The interactive effect of hearing status and category set on participants' reaction times.
General Discussion

Summary of Results
Because deaf adolescents are likely to perform differently from hearing adolescents in conceptual activities and tend to be relatively weaker at written language than hearing adolescents in general, it was hypothesized that Korean deaf adolescents might be different from hearing adolescents in their performance on thematically and taxonomically related entities presented as words and pictures. A task of forced-choice decision making (Experiment 1) and a priming task of livingnonliving categorization (Experiment 2) were conducted with concrete concepts as stimuli represented by pictures and written words. Consistent results were obtained as the result of ANOVAs by subject and by item. First, the deaf participants had longer reaction times (in Experiment 1 and 2) and lower accuracies (in Experiment 2) than the hearing ones. Second, both the deaf and the hearing participants had longer reaction times (in Experiment 1) and lower accuracies (in Experiment 1 and 2) for words than for pictures, but the deaf participants had their accuracies lowered to a greater degree than the hearing ones when stimuli were changed from pictures to words. Third, the deaf participants showed the same pattern of preference of conceptual relations as the hearing participants in Experiment 1. A clearer image, however, seemed to be revealed of the influence of category set on the participants' performance in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 1: The accuracies of both the deaf and the hearing participants were higher for the thematic than for the taxonomic sets when the stimuli were pictures, but they were lower for the thematic than for the taxonomic sets when the stimuli were words. Both the deaf and the hearing participants had shorter reaction times with the taxonomic than with the thematic sets, but the deaf participants had bigger differences of reaction times than the hearing participants when taxonomic sets were changed into thematic sets. No matter whether the stimuli were words or pictures, the deaf participants had their reaction times lengthened to a greater extent than the hearing participants if taxonomic sets were changed into thematic sets. They seemed to have a different pattern of awareness of thematic and taxonomic relations than the hearing participants in the priming task of living-nonliving categorization.
Thematic and Taxonomic Relations
Similarities. When comparing which of the two relations among three simultaneously presented items (in Experiment 1) was relatively stronger than the other one, the deaf participants' pattern of awareness of thematic and taxonomic relations was not different from that of the hearing participants. When deciding whether the target was a living or nonliving thing primed by a thematically or a taxonomically related item (in Experiment 2), the deaf participants, again, had the same pattern of performance as the hearing participants in their accuracies. They were also not different from the hearing participants in their reaction latencies for the taxonomically related items. All these phenomena are in agreement with the findings that deaf and hearing people have the same mode of concept organizations for the things that can be perceived easily through vision (Osberger & Hesketh, 1986) and that deaf individuals' conceptual organizations are generally similar to those of hearing individuals (Marschark et al., 2004) .
Differences.
No matter whether the ANOVAs on participants' data of reaction times and accuracies was done by subject or by item, the results consistently indicated that the deaf participants had poorer performance than the hearing ones. The deaf participants needed more time than the hearing participants to compare the two relations that coexisted among three simultaneously presented items (Experiment 1). The deaf participants' responses to the targets, which were taxonomically or thematically related to the primes, appeared to be primed by the relations to a lesser extent than those of the hearing participants (Experiment 2). These results revealed the deaf participants' relatively weaker awareness of conceptual relations than that of the hearing participants, consistent with the previous findings that deaf children's increase in semantic categorization was limited across elementary school grade levels in comparison with hearing children (Ormel et al., 2010) , that deaf adolescents were aware of the relations between items less than hearing adolescents (Li & Zhang, 2009) , and that deaf adults had weaker awareness of the relations between entities in general than hearing adults (Marschark et al., 2004) .
What seemed more interesting was the difference between the deaf and the hearing participants in their relative awareness of taxonomic and thematic associations. The processing of thematic associations can be less resource-demanding than that of taxonomic relations. For example, neuroimaging studies indicated that the processing of thematic relations might demand less cognitive resource than that of taxonomic relations (Sachs et al., 2008) . Furthermore, uneducated people (Scribner, 1974) , young children (Scheuner et al., 2004) , and elder people (Pennequin et al., 2006) have a tendency to prefer thematic to taxonomic relations in cognitive activity. Thus, both deaf and hearing individuals might not have a poorer performance with thematic associations than with taxonomic relations. Actually, the deaf and the hearing participants both got higher accuracies for the thematic than for the taxonomic sets when the stimuli were pictures in Experiment 2.
However, middle school students or elementary school students of high grades, who have received years of education, can have to deal with thematic categories relatively less frequently than with taxonomic categories. Taxonomic relations are very important for them to learn science knowledge (Vygotsky, 1999) . Consequently, teenager students may have developed an unconscious bias to make use of taxonomic more often than of thematic associations in cognitive activities. Thus, the results of Experiment 2 did indicate that both the deaf and the hearing participants needed less time to be aware of the taxonomic than of the thematic relations among the word-and picturepresented entities and that both the deaf and the hearing participants were more accurate to be aware of the taxonomic than of the thematic relations among the word-presented entities that people experience often in everyday life.
However, the result of the deaf participants' even bigger difference in their reaction times for the thematic and the taxonomic sets than that of the hearing participants (Experiment 2), no matter whether the stimuli were words or pictures, seemed to indicate that the deaf participants were more likely than the hearing participants to prefer taxonomic to thematic associations. This was probably because of the combined results of their relatively limited life experiences and their relatively deeper dependence on school education as summarized below.
Deaf adolescents in Korea tend to stay on campus during school days. When they leave school, however, their participation in social activities can be seriously restricted because of language barrier, in comparison with hearing adolescents. Because they mostly stay home alone, their life experiences may not be as rich as that of hearing adolescents. They can have fewer opportunities than hearing adolescents to deal with thematically related categories. On the contrary, they do not have less time of school life than hearing adolescents, which may make them relatively more dependent on school activities to enrich their conceptual knowledge. Thus Korean deaf adolescents' awareness may even stronger for taxonomic than for thematic relations in comparison with their counterparts at least if the stimuli were written words (Experiment 2), although they can have a weaker awareness of conceptual relations in general than hearing adolescents no matter whether the stimuli were words or pictures.
Pictures and Words
Like the hearing participants, the deaf participants had better performance with pictures than with words, in line with the sensory-semantic theory (Nelson, Reed, & McEvoy, 1977) . Also similar to Ormel et al., the present study further indicated that the deaf participants found it even more difficult to make decisions with words than with pictures in comparison with the hearing participants. There could be two reasons for this phenomenon. First, deaf individuals can be relatively more efficient than hearing individuals with pictures than with words in conceptual tasks because of their relatively higher dependence on visual perception than hearing individuals. However, this argument would need to be supported with further studies. Second, deaf Korean adolescents can be generally poorer than hearing adolescents at written Korean. In addition, deaf adolescents might learn Korean as a second language. To support this claim, it was shown that that college (Li, Zhang, & Wang, 2010) and high school (Li, Li, & Yuan, 2010) Chinese students performed worse in conceptual activities with English words than with pictures or Chinese words. Similarly, the Korean deaf adolescents' performance could have been poorer for words than for pictures, simply because of their low proficiency of Korean.
Limitations
Korea has a population of about forty million. The number of students in schools for the deaf is relatively limited. Thus, relatively small samples of participants were recruited in the present study. In addition, the participants of Experiment 1 (12.0-14.0 years) were younger than those of Experiment 2 (14.0-16.0 years). Although 10-year-old hearing children can theoretically have well-developed conceptual organizations (Desprels-Fraysse & Lecacheur, 1996) , no conclusion has been reached on the deaf in general. The difference in the deaf participants' age might have contributed to the difference in their performance between the two experiments. Because comparisons were made between the deaf and the hearing participants of the same age within each of the experiments, the similarities and differences between the deaf and the hearing adolescents seemed to exist as to how they were aware of thematic and taxonomic relations with pictures and words in forced-choice decision making and livingnonliving categorization.
Conclusions
In conclusion, Korean deaf adolescents' awareness of thematic and taxonomic relations among concepts for ordinary entities was relatively weaker than those of hearing adolescents. Both deaf and hearing adolescents tended to be more readily aware of taxonomic than of thematic associations and had a better performance with pictures than with words, but deaf adolescents had an even bigger advantage than hearing adolescents for taxonomic over thematic associations and for pictures over words. Although there might be some limitations to the generalization of these findings because of the limited numbers of participants across experiments, the results can nevertheless be helpful to remind educators for the deaf that more effort should be made to explicitly teach deaf students the structure of knowledge so as to strengthen their awareness of taxonomic and in particular thematic relations.
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